Companies are nowadays placed in very complex and dynamic environments, making their competitiveness mandatory. This competitiveness can also be achieved through the reconfiguration of systems' network. In this paper, high level of self-organization of service-oriented multi-agent systems is explored, aiming to achieve more trustworthy and automatic reconfiguration processes, in dynamic and open environments. The correct self-organization model directly impacts the success of agents' behaviours to actively change or create new appropriate services dynamically. This paper advocates on the influence, in a distributed and cooperative way, of risk management, similarities and incentives to work together in order to speed up the self-organization agent's network. By leveraging the SOA and MAS benefits it is possible to reduce time, effort and money. Based on identified benefits and needs, several research leads for my thesis plan are here proposed towards the realization of self-organization capabilities aiming to accomplish more trustworthy and automatic reconfiguration processes, in volatile and open environments.
Introduction
worlds: the intelligence and autonomy provided by MAS solutions and the interoperability offered by SOA solutions [3] . The addition of dynamic and automatic reconfiguration processes of a distributed system [4] , e.g. through adapting or creating the services offered by the several intelligent entities to the new requirements, implies a deeply intelligent orchestration of services. The aim of this paper is to describe an innovative self-organization approach based on incentives mechanisms and risk management in service-oriented multi-agent systems, aiming to achieve more trustworthy and automatic reconfiguration processes, in volatile and open environments. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the similarity of the work with the collective awareness systems. Section 3 presents the literature review and Section 4 briefly presents the paper's contribution as well as the formalization of the proposed model. Section 5 overviews the critical analysis of this proposal and states forward the research directions. Finally, Section 6 wraps up the paper with the conclusions.
Relationship to Collective Awareness Systems
This contribution is related to collective awareness systems, since it uses a MAS approach to distribute the knowledge and decisions points, being necessary to perform the management of the agent's colligations that are self-organized and to select the best service. This research needs to be driven to the collective awareness system, since the agents behaves as a global brain to offer better services; local knowledge about the environment allows the agents to take local decisions, which has a huge global impact. Additionally, the management becomes critical since too many agents communicating can imply the congestion of the agent's network.
Literature Review
This section reviews the current state of the art in several related fields, providing the initial context around service-oriented domains, and how agents and risk management are being used. To determine the value of risk management, it is considered trust and reputation values to measure threats and predict uncertainty. In a quick perspective, agents are seen as intelligent entities that offer support for robustness, flexibility and adaptability, in case of management of services [3] . For a better autonomy process, they follow decentralized approaches [5] that require the cooperation between the agents. In some situations, this cooperation can take a form of competition, being sometimes necessary to request advices or make alliances, which require the consideration of the level of the risk management (based on trust and reputation). Fig. 1 summarises the important works focusing individually each one of the referred domains. Once analysing Fig. 1 it is obvious the reasons that motivated this study. Some of these approaches are able to support SOA [14] , [15] , [16] , however they do not introduce the self-organization paradigm. On other hand, the other works lack on components that covers this work's interests (self-organization phenomena achieved by using incentives and risk management metrics supported by multi-agents). Whenever a network of agents follows an overall goal, and this network does not encourage the cooperation, incentive mechanisms can improve this cooperation [6] . Additionally, is Essentially there is lack of proposals with self-organization that have in common multi-agent systems and risk management models, which means, an opportunity to research in self-organized systems.
Research Contribution and Innovation
Complex systems may benefit from self-* characteristics since the agents should be able to change their own behaviours facing the overall system. The individual agents use an intelligent behaviour to actively dynamically change or create new services, without a request but instead in a response to a condition change. As previously stated, the literature review demonstrates some efforts in decentralized approaches to solve the dynamic and competitive environments. However, the existing works lack in some important points, as described previously. This work aims to propose selforganization and incentive mechanisms that can offer a dynamic and automatic self-* properties (e.g., reconfiguration, adaptation) based on agent networks, where each agent combines the learning and risk management about the interaction and cooperation to evolve and offer better services. The system, as a whole, must also find opportunities to evolve by analysing their dynamic environment, the agents should be able to self-configure and self-organize, allowing increase of the system performance on-the-fly. Additionally, this approach pretends to decompose the risk management in trust and reputation models that allow the agents to work with another level of confidence when faced by unexpected scenarios, being capable of evolving in its configuration to a state where there is a better state in order to offer new/modified services with offer highly customized and trustworthy services with better quality.
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Summing up, the system tends to evolve and organize itself taking into account statistical fluctuations and internal agent's history. Self-(behavioural and structural) organization are applied, by changing the agent's behaviours and network structure.
Discussion of Results and Critical View
The insights of this work are to create a vision and to formalize concepts necessary to future lines of research. Aiming to verify the potentiality of this approach, two case studies are explored. The first in one business-to-business (B2B) and Virtual Enterprises (VE) domain, by exploring the benefits of using decentralized entities based on models of trust and reputation, by taking advantage of a framework that already provides a trust negotiation based on the normative environment called ANTE (Agreement Negotiation in Normative and Trust-enabled Environments) [20] . The second case study is related to the Smart Grids domain, aiming to achieve a consistent network based on some properties, such as reliability. The network can be smart enough to recognize when each entity is starting to fail or even reduce its performance and react appropriately. To validate the proposed approach more serious tests must be performed after this first attempt to identify the research opportunities. Beyond the chosen domain it is necessary to create the environment propitious to the evolution of the system and characterization of the entities feedback in order to be able to use previous equations in their overall, this mode is possible to show the advantages of this approach, which are beyond human capabilities to solve such complex.
Conclusions and Future Work
This work intends to propose one contribution focusing the dynamic offer, highly customized and trustworthy, of services with better configurability and responsiveness. An innovative self-organization approach for service management in service-oriented multi-agent systems is proposed, describing a reconfigurable architecture that considers risk management, incentives and homophily visions, to achieve self-* characteristics. In such self-organized systems several research questions may arise, namely how and when to evolve, what is the degree of the similarities to take into account in the trust model and finally, how all these combined pieces can offer a better configuration that modifies or creates more trustworthy services. To validate the hypothesis, two use cases focusing distributed environments will be considered, namely B2B and Smart Grids. The preliminary achievements show that the self-organization component can enhance services' selection by increasing the degree of connections, increasing the trustworthy. Future work will try to answer some remaining open questions, such as, "how to handle the correct management of the network's features", which directly impacts the success of the service governance.
